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Background: According to Japan’s new curriculum, the 6th grade unit on ‘use of electricity’ should include programming activities such as
developing iPad programs that turn lights on/off automatically using a sensor. This requires a new teaching model for Japanese
educators. However, we explored the difficulties that children face in scientifically understanding ‘electric current’ though programming
activities.
Aim:
We researched which type of lesson design is most effective in teaching electricity through programming activities and improved
the ‘design principles’ of the science lesson. The key points were (1) compose questions related to programmed functions from
everyday life activities, and (2) set learning goals to explain programmed functions using scientific words and concepts.
Methodology: These were tested in a science classroom role-play situation with college students acting as ‘teachers’ and ‘school children’.
Fifty-five pre-service teachers were grouped into five teams. One team, role-playing as teachers, conducted a science lesson
including programming activities, while others played the role of primary school children. It was held on November 26, 2019.
Results:
During the lesson, the ‘children’ filled out a worksheet. On the worksheet, 28 out of 40 ‘children’ mentioned ‘electric current’ and
‘electric circuit’ while providing explanations.
Findings:
Consequently, we concluded that our design principle is effective for children’s learning of electricity through programming
activities.
Former design principles of the role-play school science lesson including pregramming activities by students:
Link science learning to the context of everyday life.
1. Draw questions from the context of everyday life.
2. Replace the question with a concretely feasible learning problem.
3. The learning problem is a question that can lead conclusions as conditions for a successful program.
4. Learning problem shall be focused on what you want to do in programming.
5. Children guide the conclusion as conditions for programming success and failure.
6. Utilizing the conclusion, the student answers the question from the original context.
New design principles of the role-play school science lesson including programming activities by students:
Link science learning to the context of everyday life.
1. Draw questions about programming and device behaviour from the context of everyday life.
2. Replace the question with the learning problem that can be explained in scientific words and concepts.
3. Learning problem requires associating the desired behavior with a scientific explanation.
4. Learning problem can be explained using scientific knowledge.
5. In conclusion, children explain to others using scientific terms and concepts about desired device
behaviour and programs.
6. Children use the conclusion to answer questions that come from their original context.
Table 1. Number of children mentioning to 'electric circuit'
or 'electric circuit'

Mentions 'electric current' and 'electric circuit'
Mentions only 'current' or 'electric circuit'
Neither 'current' nor 'electric circuit' is mentioned
Total

28
8
4
40

The question drawn form everyday context: What program is needed to automatically turn on toilet light?
The learning problem presented at the role-playing science class:
How can a program to control the work of electricity be explained?
Examples of concluding explanation by ’children’:
- When a person approaches, the sensor reacts, the motor rotates, and then the circuit is connected and the light turns on.
When a person moves away, the sensor reacts, the motor turns, and the circuit breaks (No. 9).
- Create a circuit so that current flows. Hand approaching → motor rotates → electric current flows while people are present →
reverses motor when nobody is present → turns off (No. 15).
- Wait until a person approaches. → When the person approaches, the motor moves and the circuit is connected. → Wait until
the person leaves. → When the person leaves, the motor rotates reversely and the circuit is cut. → Repeat these (No. 16).
- When the sensor detects a person, the motor operates to complete the circuit and turn on the light. When the sensor stops
sensing, the circuit is cut off and the light goes out (No. 10).
Examples of answers of ‘children’ to the question from everyday context
- There is no switch on the toilet, but the sensor works and the circuit is connected, so current will flow and switch on (No.
9).
- A circuit is required for the current to flow (No. 15).
- The current can be turned on and off by managing the circuit switches with sensors (No. 16).
- The program to complete the circuit runs, and the toilet lights up (No. 32).
-
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